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To the south-west of Kazakhstan lies Uzbekistan, a Central Asian country founded during the glory
days of the Great Silk Road and boasting a colourful cultural heritage. Further it enjoys a diverse range
of landscapes which results in a varied birdlife, including several speciality birds not found in
neighbouring countries. Foremost amongst these is the enigmatic Turkestan (Pander’s) Ground-jay, a
very localised desert resident, whilst other notable species include Hume’s Lark, Azure Tit (of the
yellow-breasted variety), Upcher’s and Menetries’s Warbler. Uzbekistan was once at the cross-roads
of commercial developments in Central Asia, with Silk Road routes passing through the ancient cities
of Tashkent, Samarkand and Bukhara. Rich in historical sites, the architectural wonders of these
ancient cities remains largely intact and attracts large numbers of tourists to witness their splendours.
We had set aside some time within our schedule to visit the highlights of these fabulous places.
Our flight passed smoothly and after landing safely in Tashkent, we were greeted by representatives
from the ground agency who kindly welcomed us to Uzbekistan. Accompanied by our bird guide Timor,
we headed directly to the massive Hotel Uzbekistan in downtown Tashkent, where we managed a few
hours’ sleep.
Thursday 6 June – after a quick breakfast we were soon boarding a new and comfortable coach,
travelling some 90 kms north-east to Beldersai, a village surrounded by rolling and wooded hills of the
Chatkal Range. Our main quarry for the morning was the Rufous-naped Tit, a localised resident of
coniferous and juniper forests from Central Asia to the north-west Himalaya. Walking slowly along a
wide country trail, we managed to watch one very well, though the striking and beautiful Yellowbreasted Tit (a form of Azure Tit that may well be split in the future) was far more accommodating
with multiple views and a grand estimate of 15 present in the area.
Arguably more attractive than Azure Tit

Oriental Turtle-doves were also widespread and raptors included Short-toed Snake-eagle, three
Himalayan Griffon Vultures, a single Eurasian Griffon Vultures, two Cinereous Vultures and a pale
phase Booted Eagle. The scrub and trees held upwards of eight Hume’s (Lesser) Whitethroats, with
their distinctive dark grey mantles. Several pairs of Red-rumped Swallows were around the village and
we enjoyed watching Common Starlings of the local race porphyronoyus with their greenish heads and
virtually unspotted purple under and upperparts. Mistle Thrushes and Eurasian Blackbird were
common as were Spotted Flycatchers and European Greenfinches, though three rather dull-plumaged
Hawfinches were apparently of a separate race humii.
We were all tired after the previous days late flight, so we rested in the lobby of the hotel after lunch,
setting off back towards Tashkent mid-afternoon. Several short stops added to the growing bird list.
A fast-flowing river produced Eurasian Oystercatchers, Little Terns, Western Marsh-harriers, Common
Kingfisher and a pair of White-crowned Penduline-tits. A scenic view point by a large reservoir
produced two Black Storks on the shoreline.
Back in Tashkent we reflected on a busy first day before boarding the high-speed train to Bukhara, a
very efficient service which sped through the countryside as dusk fell. We noted White Stork nests on
pylons alongside the track, with many birds feeding in the fields. To save time we had opted for pizza
as evening meal, which we ate once on board the train. Upon our arrival into Kagan, the station serving
Bukhara, we went straight to our handily placed hotel off the main and very cosmopolitan square in
Bukhara and went straight off to bed!
Friday 7 June – today involved an early start as we drove for three hours north-west of Bukhara into
the remote Kyzyl-Kum Desert to a regular site for Turkestan Ground-jay, more often known as
Pander’s Ground-jay.
One of Central Asia’s most sought-after
birds, the Pander’s Ground-jay

Arriving early gave us the best chance to see this desert speciality, and of course it would be more
comfortable for us before it became too hot for birding. Using sandy mounds as viewpoints, we
searched patiently for 10 or 15 minutes before the first was sighted. Excitedly we watched as the bird
perched in desert scrub, intermittently running along sandy areas between patches of scrub. It was
soon obvious there was a pair of the birds in the area, and everyone was well pleased with the views
of this highly localised species, one of only four species of ground-jay in the world. Further exploration
resulted in a single Streaked Scrub-warbler, a pallidirostris Grey Shrike as well as a handful of Isabelline
Wheatears.
As we were driving along the main road shortly afterwards, three more of the ground-jays were
spotted, two being quite close along the roadside. Crested Larks were everywhere and Desert Finches,
with 40 seen, were also numerous. A welcome café stop to quench our thirst enabled a spell of birding
around some scrub and small pools which yielded Moustached Warbler, Blyth’s Reed and Clamorous
Reed-warbler, Siberian Chiffchaff and Citrine Wagtail. Over the road, another short walk resulted in
three more Streaked Scrub-warblers and ten Asian Short-toed Larks being located.
Lunch in a roadside eatery comprised a selection of excellent kebabs and whilst we waited, a cracking
pair of Rufous-tailed Scrub-robins entertained us, plus more Desert Finches.

Rufous-tailed Scrub-robin proved quite common in scrubby locations

It was by now very hot with the coach thermometer showing 35 degrees C., so we set off back towards
Bukhara with the air conditioning helping to cool us down. Blue-cheeked Bee-eaters were seen

intermittently on roadside wires, with 20 being the day count. Following a rest and shower we
assembled in the popular tourist plaza of Lyabi-Haouz where we enjoyed our evening meal in a local
restaurant just as travellers have done for centuries, later washed down by a welcome cool beer in
these very pleasant open-air surroundings.

Saturday 8 June – this morning we began birding at an ecological centre a few kilometres south of
Bukhara, where scanning of the vast semi-desert plains produced at least five Asian Houbaras. A
couple of Little Owls were new for the list, here of the race bactriana. Four Asian Wild Ass were a nice
addition for our growing mammal list, the area being also a stronghold for Goitered Gazelle with more
than 50 spread across the plain.
We took one of the trails towards an area of ponds, enjoying a singing Eastern Olivaceous Warbler
and a pair of Streaked Scrub-warblers as we went. The pools had a Marsh Sandpiper and 20 Collared
Pratincoles, 15 Gull-billed Terns, five Pygmy Cormorants and a few Kentish Plovers, the latter noted
to be tending young. Best of all though were at least a dozen White-tailed Plovers here on their
breeding grounds, which displayed and undertook distraction behaviour as they guarded their chicks
in typical Vanellus style. A pair of Marbled Teal dropped into a second lake enhancing the strong
quality of the birding here. A Clamorous Reed-warbler was singing from cover, whilst at least three
Rufous-tailed Scrub-robins were also in song, one perching conspicuously, the greyer upperpart tones
of this race familiaris contrasting strongly with the warmer browns of their cousins of the western
race.
By mid-day it was hot so we returned to Bukhara for lunch and a rest, heading out once it had cooled
down for some serious sightseeing. The ancient city of Bukhara is a noted World Heritage Site, so we
enlisted the help of an expert English-speaking local guide. We were not to be disappointed. Initially
using our coach, we started a couple of miles away at the Samanid mausoleum, which dates from the
9th century and later became the Samanids family tomb. Nearby the impressive Ark Fortress was
visited; a fort within the town which is encircled on all sides by huge earthen walls and was the palace
and home to the Emir of Bukhara for many centuries. This is the oldest structure in Bukhara having
been in continuous use from 5th century until the 1920’s when it was bombed by Russian Red Army.
The grand entrance housed two towers and huge gates, so we entered spending a good while
entranced by the ancient riches before our eyes.

Walking back proved the best way of visiting other of the most well-known locations. The Kalyan
Minaret, and the still active Miri- Arab Madrasah represent the educational and spiritual heart of old
Bukhara. Built in the early 16th century, the madrasah still functions as a seat of religious learning.
Indeed, at the end of the Second World War, the Miri-Arab Madrasah remained the only spiritual
educational centre in the USSR and all the leading Imams had to graduate from there.

As we walked further, our guide explained that by the Middle Ages, Bukhara was already a famous
trading city attracting merchants from as far away as Iran, India, Russia and China. The main streets
served as bazaars, and each would sell a certain type of product. In order that transactions could be
conducted year-round, market halls became roofed by special dome covers or toki, which sheltered
the traders even during the hot summer months. The toki surviving to the present day were
constructed over 400 years ago and each would provide a home to a specialist trade. Amongst those
we visited were Toki-Zargaron, the dome of jewellers, and the Toki-Sarrafon or dome of money sellers.

Near to our hotel was the Lyabi-Haouz plaza, a place of relaxation for locals and tourists alike. The
plaza is centred around a small artificial pool dating from medieval times. It is decorated with statues
and stone steps and shaded all around by large Mulberry trees as old as the pool itself. A series of

cafes sell drinks and food to tourists, yet the plaza maintains a peaceful style and remains the focal
point of recreation in Bukhara. On its east flank sits the Madrasah of Nadir-Divan-Beghi and adjacent
to this, the Khanaka and the Kukeldash Madrasah, these three buildings forming a coveted cultural
combination around the pool. The architecture throughout was stunning, with highly decorated
ornate interiors. Our guide explained the historical significance of the bygone rulers such as the mighty
Timur (known in the west as Tamerlane) whose empire stretched from China to Turkey.

Afterwards, we said our farewells to Peter Wilkinson and Steve Gwilliam, who were only in Uzbekistan
for a few days, and they caught the high-speed train back to Tashkent ready for their flight home to
the UK.
Our evening meal was taken in another very nice restaurant with a mix of traditional food including
some nice and spicy kebabs.

Sunday 9 June – this morning the remaining members of the group visited an area of agricultural land
where tamarisks fringed a canal; ideal habitat we were told for Menetries’s Warbler. After some
patient waiting, we managed to secure good views of a couple of males which duly sang and even
undertook short song flights. The underparts of the males, here of the race turcmenica, showed only
a diffuse flush of dull pink on the breast, a colour which blended in nicely with the swathes of flowering
tamarisks. A couple of Pied Bushchats were feeding on wires at a nearby farm, which also hosted
several Blue-cheeked Bee-eaters and European Rollers. Four more White-tailed Plovers flew over
before we noticed an Eastern Olivaceous Warbler and a Sykes’s Warbler in close proximity allowing
good comparison between the two closely related species. Nearby a couple of Rufous-tailed Scrubrobins were singing.

Menetries’s Warbler – a tamarisk loving Sylvia, not yet recorded in Britain, here
of the race turcmenica
We then set off on a coach journey of five hours east to Samarkand, a journey which was spent capnapping or counting the Blue-cheeked Bee-eaters (10) and European Rollers (75) along the way. As
we neared Samarkand, the semi-desert changed to more rolling hills and agricultural land and
European Bee-eaters seemed to replace the Blue-cheeked which prefer the more arid terrain.
Our hotel was within the city limits in Samarkand and after visiting a restaurant for an evening meal
we all retired early to bed.
Monday 10 June – after breakfast we left our coach behind to board taxis arranged by our ground
agent as these would cope better with the hilly terrain we were visiting. Our first port of call was some
50 kms south of the city in an area of gentle hills with patches of scrub and meadows full of wild
flowers. Standing quietly, the most obvious species singing proved to be Eastern Orphean Warbler,
with a minimum of six noted during the next couple of hours. A rocky outcrop was home to about ten
Eastern Rock Nuthatches which called incessantly as they chased each other around. Flatter areas in
the high meadows were home to Hume’s Larks and we were able to check out the subtle plumage

differences from the many Greater Short-toed Larks we had seen only a week before in Kazakhstan. A
few colourful Red-headed Buntings were in full view and a single Corn Bunting was singing.
Red-headed Bunting – always eye pleasing

After a short drive we entered another narrow valley where we walked uphill for a kilometre or so
through some of the prettiest countryside that most of us had ever seen. Our target birds here
included Upcher’s Warbler and eventually we found one close to the path in song, which gave great
views allowing us to simply enjoy this special bird. In the same area, a pair of White-throated Robins
were on territory, and a patient wait enabled us to confirm that they were feeding young. The adult
male showing brilliantly and he was a real stunner and crowd pleaser. A handful of Common
Nightingales also sang from the tangle of branches adding further to the sound-scape.

Overhead the skies were warm with fluffy white clouds, ideal conditions for raptors and over the
course of the next hour we noted all of Bearded Vulture, Egyptian Vulture, Himalayan Griffon Vulture
and Black Vulture circling over the valley, with three Booted Eagles and two Long-legged Buzzards
adding to variety.
We made one more stop on the way back to Samarkand, at a site for Finsch’s Wheatear. Our short
walk up hill being duly rewarded with at least one, probably two males. A couple of Tawny Pipits flew
around displaying and the morning’s count for Red-tailed Shrike, such a stunning bird, reached 15.

Red-tailed (Turkestan) Shrike, both common and beautiful

After lunch we embarked on a guided tour of Samarkand, one of the most awe-inspiring ancient cities
in Central Asia, acclaimed for the architecture of its mausoleums, mosques and fortresses associated
with the fascinating history of the Great Silk Road. Although older civilisations had been based in the
region, the most far-reaching and successful empire was that of Timur (1336-1405), sometimes known
as Tamerlane. Originally a member of a Mongol tribe, Timur learned his military skills in campaigns
fighting alongside Genghis Khan’s son. He went on to ruthlessly conquer vast lands himself, land
stretching from India and Russia to the Mediterranean Sea. We visited the Gur-Emir Mausoleum, his
stunning family vault, with its gold-hued dome, the design of which was a prototype for the Taj Mahal
in Agra, India. Nearby was the Bibi-Khaanym Mosque, cathedral like with majestic blue domes, built
for Timur’s beloved wife and considered one of the most avant-garde buildings in the world when
built in the 14th century. There were so many cultural show-stoppers here that our English-speaking
guide had to carefully condense the information, so we could absorb it all as we strolled around this
astonishing place. Samarkand is definitely a five-star tourist attraction.

Registan Square – one of the many highlights of Samarkand

Tuesday 11 June - this was our last full day in Uzbekistan. We spent the morning at a small wetland
just on the outskirts of the city. Here we walked slowly along a raised bank which overlooked a fastflowing river and later explored a small lake with reeds. We aimed to consolidate on views of a variety
of species including Eastern Olivaceous Warbler which proved to be common in the riverside scrub.
White-crowned Penduline-tits fed low down beside a pool where a Citrine Wagtail showed for some
and Clamorous Reed-warbler for all. Little Terns flew up and down the river where they must have
been nesting on the numerous gravel islands.

The afternoon was spent having a second guided walk around more of the important historical and
cultural sites in Samarkand. The Registan Square ranks amongst the world’s most beautiful plazas,
flanked on three sides by ornately tiled, mosaic-clad madrasahs (historic Islamic schools) built
between the 1400s to 1600s, which glittered in shades of azure, lapis lazuli, indigo and gold. Next was
the Shah-i-Zinda, an avenue of mausoleums with tilework showing a spectacular combination of
Persian, Central Asian and near Oriental influences, and believed to be the burial site of the prophet
Muhammad’s cousin. All agreed the time spent on these cultural walks had been illuminating and
hugely enjoyable and something not to be missed.

Wednesday 12th June – after breakfast we transferred to the airport for our 09.00 flight to Istanbul
with onward connections to Manchester and Heathrow. We said our farewells to Timor, our trusty
and accomplished guide and thanked him and the driver for their superb services. It had been an
incredible trip, initially to Kazakhstan and then to Uzbekistan. Both are wonderful birding destinations
with the additional bonuses of some really astounding scenery and amazing historical and cultural
sites. Thanks go to all the group for their great company and good humour which combined to make
it such a memorable tour. Thanks go to Timor and Gary Dayes for use of their excellent photographs.

White-throated Robin and Blue-cheeked Bee-eater both rather common in Uzbekistan

Bukhara at night and European Roller

